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ABSTRACT

Several years of cooperative research conducted
under the U.S./German Memorandum of Understanding

(MOU) in helicopter flight control has recently resulted in

a successful handling qualifies study. The focus of this

cooperative research has been the effects on handling quali-

fies due to time delays in combination with a high band-

width vehicle. The jointly performed study included the
use of U.S. ground-based simulation and German in-flight
simulation facilities. The NASA-Ames Vertical Motion

Simulator (VMS) was used to develop a high bandwidth

slalom tracking task which took into consideration the
constraints of the facilities. The VMS was also used to

define a range of the test parameters and to perform initial
handling qualities evaluations. The flight tests were con-

ducted using DLR's variable-stability BO 105 $3

Advanced Technology Testing Helicopter System
(ATI'I-IeS). Configurations included a rate command and

an attitude command response system with added time de-

lays up to 160 milliseconds over the baseline and band-
width values between 1.5 and 4.5 rad/sec. Sixty-six

evaluations were performed in about 25 hours of flight

time during ten days of testing. The results indicate a

need to more tightly constrain the allowable roll axis

phase delay for the Level 1 and Level 2 requirements in

the U.S. Army's specification for helicopter handling

qualities, ADS-33C.

Presented at the 18th European Rotorcraft Forum, Avignon,
France, September 1992, and at Piloting Vertical Flight
Aircraft: A Conference on Flying Qualities and Human
Factors, San Francisco, California, January 1993.

INTRODUCTION

An updated military rotorcraft handling qualities

specification has been published and adopted by the U.S.

Army Aviation and Troop Command as Aeronautical

Design Standard (ADS-33) (Ref. 1). Although the ADS-

33 is a U.S. specification at present, the ADS-33 is of in-
ternational interest and some international studies have

contributed to the data bases for the definition of the re-

quirements. The overall philosophy follows that of the

fixed-wing aircraft specification, MIL-F-8785C, although

specific requirements have been generated to cover heli-

copter characteristics and modern military helicopter mis-
sions. The ADS-33 is a mission-oriented specification,

based upon the mission task elements and the cueing

available to the pilot. Minimum requirements are estab-
lished for control response types and their characteristics.

These requirements are categorized into terms of small,

moderate, and large amplitude attitude changes and are de-

fined for comparison with the rotorcraft characteristics.

This provides a quantitative assessment of the Level of ro-

torcraft handling qualities. These Levels are related to the

Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating scale (Ref. 2),
Figure 1. The small amplitude response requirements in-

clude both short-term and mid-term responses where the

short-term response refers to the rotorcraft characteristics

in pilot tasks such as closed-loop, compensatory tracking

and the mid-term response criteria are intended to ensure

good flying qualities when less precise maneuvering is re-

quired.

The requirements for the short-term response are

specified in terms of a frequency based criterion called

bandwidth. The frequency response data required to mea-
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surethebandwidthparametersaredefinedin Figure2.
Thebandwidth,(0BW,is measuredfroma frequency
response(Bode)plotof therotorcraftangularattitude
responsetothecockpitcontrollerinputandmustinclude
alltheelementsin theflightcontrolsystem.Generally,a
goodsystemwill havea highbandwidthanda poor
systemwill havea low bandwidth.Thebandwidth
criterionisanapplicationof thecrossovermodelconcept
(Ref.3). It is basedon thepremisethatthemaximum
crossoverfrequencythata puregainpilotcanachieve,
withoutthreateningthestability,isavalidfigure-of-merit
of thecontrolledelement.Physically,low valuesof
bandwidthindicateaneedforpilotleadequalizationto
achievetherequiredmissionperformance.Excessive
demandsforpilotleadequalizationhavebeenshownto
resultindegradedhandlingqualifiesratings.The efforts to
develop bandwidth as a generalized criterion for highly

augmented aircraft have shown that the pilots were also

sensitive to the shape of the phase curve at frequencies
beyond the neutral stability frequency, (o180 . This is

addressed by the phase delay parameter, Xp, as defined in

Figure 2. Large values of phase delay can arise from
many sources, among which are the high order rotor

response, control actuator dynamics, filters, and

computational time delays. An aircraft with a large phase

delay may be prone to pilot induced oscillations (PIt).

As previously stated, ADS-33 is a mission-ori-

ented handling qualifies specification and hence, the con-

trol response requirements are a function of the degree of

divided attention, the visual environment, and the agres-
siveness demanded in the mission task element (MTE).

The forward flight (> 45 knots) bandwidth criteria for the
roll axis are shown in the Figure 3. Three sets of limits

are specified: the more stingent limits apply to the air
combat MTEs and the more relaxed boundaries cover all

other MTEs. For divided attention operations (specifically

IMC flight), the more relaxed bandwidth values are

combined with the more stringent phase delay

requirements.

The air combat boundaries are mainly based on a

ground-based simulation study. The boundaries for all

other MTEs were primarily established from flight tests

with helicopters having relatively low inherent roll and

pitch damping which result in low bandwidth. Also, the

evaluation tasks appear to have been low-precision and
moderate or large amplitude tasks. Some recent, but lim-

ited data, has indicated that some refinement in these

boundaries may be necessary in the region of high band-

width and high phase delay. Helicopters having a large

flapping hinge offset and full authority digital conlrol sys-

tems have this potential.

Under the U.S./German Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU) for cooperative research in heli-

copter flight control, the U.S. Army Aviation and Troop
Command's Aeroflightdynamics Directorate and the

German's DLR Institute for Flight Mechanics have been

performing research in handling qualities. The most re-

cent task has been to study the effects on handling quali-

ties due to time delays in combination with a high band-

width response vehicle. Specifically, the effect of time de-

lay in roll axis tasks in forward flight (around 60 knots)

has been investigated. The technical approach has been to

use the U.S. ground-based simulator to det-me the piloting

task and to explore the scope of the variation of system

configurations and then use the German helicopter in-

flight simulator ATTHeS for the evaluation flight tests

while covering a more finely meshed set of configura-
tions.

This paper will discuss the existing data base, the

approach used to develop a task specifically adapted for the

in-flight simulation, the complementary use of the
NASA-Ames ground-based Vertical Motion Simulator

(VMS) and the DLR Advanced Technology Testing
Helicopter System (ATI'HeS) in-flight simulator, and the

handling qualifies results.

DISCUSSION OF EXISTING DATA

The ADS-33 forward flight roll axis bandwidth

criteria in Figure 3 are divided into three sets of limits

covering the effects of task bandwidth and pilot attention.

The requirements are applied for rate command and attitude

command response types. Figure 4 illustrates the influ-

ences of response parameters. For a first order rate com-

mand and a second order attitude command response type,

the bandwidth and phase delay values are mapped by vary-

ing the damping or frequency and time delay parameters.

The discussion of the existing data will focus on the air
combat limits, the limits for all other MTE's - VMC and

fully attended operations, some miscellaneous helicopter
data, and relatedfixed wing requirements.

Air Combat Requirements
As previously stated, the roll-axis air combat

bandwidth limits were established from a ground-based

simulation study of yaw axis requirements for air combat

(Ref. 4). More recently, the roll-axis air combat limits
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were specifically investigated in a piloted simulation of

pitch and roll requirements for air combat (Ref. 5). This
simulation verified the 3.5 rad/sec Level 1 boundary but

suggested the Level 2 boundary should be raised to 1

rad/sec. In all these aforementioned investigations the

effect of time delay variation was not included. Hence the

data from these studies is only pertinent in establishing

where the portion of the boundaries intersect the abscissa.
The shape of the boundaries above the vertical portion,

i.e., the curved portion for phase delays above 0.15 see,

has been established from data applicable to the hover and

low speed requirements. In fact, the shape of the roll-axis
air combat boundaries are identical to the hover and low

speed pitch and roll target acquisition and tracking

boundaries. The supporting data for the curvature in these

boundaries comes from two experiments: an in-flight

pitch tracking study (Ref. 6); and a ground-based pitch

tracking study (Ref. 7). Based on these two studies,

supporting data for curving the boundaries over for high
phase delays and bandwidths is somewhat questionable.

All Other MTE's - VMC and Fully Attended
Operations

The forward flight All Other MTE bandwidth

limits were established from two flight test experiments
(Refs. 8,9). In these experiments the primary variable

was roll damping. The effects of time delay were not in-

cluded and hence the data from these studies is also only

pertinent in establishing where the vertical portion of the
boundaries intersect the abscissa. The curved portion of

the boundaries for the forward flight All Other MTE's are
identical to those in the hover and low speed requirements.

The hover and low speed roll-axis bandwidth supporting

data comes from an in-flight experiment (Ref. 10) using

the Canadian Institute for Aerospace Research variable-

stability Bell 205 helicopter. This experiment included

rate command and attitude command control response

types. A variety of hover and low speed tasks were per-
formed but the boundaries were drawn based on the han-

dling qualities ratings from a sidestep task. The criteria

boundaries are primarily based on data which does not

cover the area of high bandwidth and high phase delay con-

figurations. In addition, there may be some questions

concerning the applicability of the evaluation task related

to small amplitude precision tracking.

Miscellaneous Helicopter Data

Singular data points achieved in previous tests by
the U.S. Army (Ref. l 1) and DLR (Ref. 12) are marked in

Figure 5. Recognizing the discrepancies between the pilot

ratings for these data points and the criteria boundaries, a
discussion was started about the need to extend the data

base and to verify the Level boundaries. Additional tests

were performed with a BO 105 fly-by-wire helicopter us-

ing an open loop technique to vary the bandwidth and
phase delay. The achieved data points (Fig. 6) underline

the request to extend the data base.

Related Fixed Wing Requirements

In the fixed-wing standard (Ref. 13), a bandwidth
criterion is only defined for the pitch axis. Although the

requirements for the pitch axis are not directly comparable

with the roll-axis requirements, the fixed-wing criteria
show a fundamental difference in the slopes of the bound-

aries. The requirements specify a limitation of the phase

delay for high bandwith and an upper bandwidth limit

whereas, the helicopter requirements allow a higher phase

delay with higher bandwidth values without any upper
limit for the bandwidth. An interesting aspect can be

shown by superimposing the fixed wing requirements for
equivalent roll-axis time delays to the phase delay and

bandwidth parameters by using a first-order rate and a sec-

ond-order attitude command system with pure time delay.

The requirements for the equivalent time delays in this

rough approximation correlate with a limitation on the

phase delay (Fig. 7).

The above discussion highlights the need to ver-

ify and to extend the existing data and, if necessary, to re-
fine the rotorcraft bandwidth boundaries.

GROUND BASED AND AIRBORNE
SIMULATOR

This section will describe the ground-based and

in-flight simulation facilities that were used for the pre-
tests and the formal evaluations.

Ground-Based Flight Simulator
The piloted ground-based simulation was con-

ductedon the NASA Ames 6-degree-of-freedom Vertical
Motion Simulator (VMS). Figure 8 illustrates the VMS
and lists the operational limits of the motion system.
The cockpit had a singlepilot seat mounted in the center
of the cab and four image presentation"windows" to pro-
vide outsideimagery. The visual imagery was generated
using a Singer Link DIG 1 Computer Image Generator

(CIG). The CIG data base was carefully tailored to con-
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tain adequate macro-texture (i.e., large objects and lines on

the ground) for the determination of the rotorcraft position
and heading with a reasonable precision. A seat shaker

provided vibration cueing to the pilot, with frequency and

amplitude programmed as functions of airspeed, collective

position, and lateral acceleration. Aural cueing was pro-
vided to the pilot by a WaveTech sound generator and cab-

mounted speakers. Airspeed and rotor thrust were used to

model aural fluctuations. Standard helicopter instruments

and controllers were installed in the cockpit.

Mathematical models of the following items

were programmed in the simulation host computer:. (1)

filters for the cockpit controller commands, (2) trim capa-

bility, (3) stability command and augmentation system

(SCAS), (4) dynamics of the helicopter, and (5) ground ef-

fects. The SCAS was a stability-derivative model with

known dynamics and no coupling (Ref. 14), and the char-

acter of its response was easily manipulated by changing

the stability derivatives. A buffer between the pilot's con-
Irols and the SCAS enabled setting the desired amounts of

pure time delay. The 5aseline stick-to-visual delay was
70 msec.

Airborne Flight Simulator ATTHeS
The DLR Institute for Flight Mechanics has de-

veloped a helicopter in-flight simulator. The Advanced
Technology Testing Helicopter System (ATFHeS) is

based on a BO 105 helicopter (Fig. 9). The testbed is

equipped with a full authority nonredundant fly-by-wire
(FBW) control system for the main rotor and fly-by-light

(FBL) system for the tail rotor. The testbed requires a

two-person crew consisting of a simulation pilot and a

safety pilot. The safety pilot is equipped with the standard
mechanical link to the rotor controls whereas, the simula-

tion pilot's controllers are linked electrically/optically to
the rotor controls. The FBW/L actuator inputs, which are

commanded by the simulation pilot and/or the control sys-

tem, are mechanically fed back to the safety pilot's con-

trollers. With this mechanization, the safety pilot is
enabled to monitor the rotor control inputs. The testbed

can be flown in three modes: (1) the F'BW/L disengaged

mode, where the safety pilot has the exclusive control, (2)

the 1:1 mode, where the simulation pilot has the full

authority to fly the baseline helicopter, and (3) the
simulation mode, where the simulation pilot is flying a

simulated helicopter command model with full authority.

In the 1:1 and the simulation modes the flight envelope of
the testbed is restricted to not lower than 50 ft above the

ground in hover and 100 ft in forward flight.

For in-flight simulation purposes, the most

promising method of a control system design is to force

the host helicopter to respond on the pilot's inputs as an

explicitly calculated command model. The A'IWI-IeS ex-

plicit model following control system (MFCS) design

provides the airborne simulator with the demanded level of

simulation flexibility. A detailed description of the
ATTHeS in-flight simulation system is given in

References 15,16. The capability of the ATTHeS simula-

tor is described by a high quality of simulation fidelity up

to a frequency of about 10 rad/sec in the roll axis. The

level of decoupling which can be achieved with a decou-

pied command model is significandy lower than 10 per-
cent of the on-axis response. For these tests, a control

computer cycle time of 40 msec was realized. A generated
subcycle one-fifth of the frame time allowed refreshing of

the FBW/L actuator inputs in a lower time frame than the

main cycle which was 16 msec for this bandwidth study.
The equivalent time delay for the overall system due to

high order rotor effects, actuators dynamics, computational

time and pilot input shaping was 100 to 110 msec in the
roll axis and 150 to 160 msec in the pitch axis related to

fast-order rate command responses.

DEVELOPMENT OF SLALOM
TRACKING TASK

The objective of this study was to investigate the
effects of time delay on the small amplitude (< |0 deg)

roll attitude response to control inputs, i.e., the bandwidth

criteria. This criteria is applicable to continuous precision

tracking with aircraft attitude. A key to the success of

this study was to develop an appropriate small amplitude

precision tracking task that could be implemented both on

the ground-based and on the in-flight simulator while con-

sidering the constraints of each. For the ground-based
simulator, some of these constraints include a reduced field

of view and visual resolution whereas, for the flight tests
these include 100 feet minimum altitude. In adition, it

was desired to keep the complexity of the task cueing to a

reasonable level to minimize the building of exotic and

expensive task cues. Based on previous slalom testing

experience (Refs. 8,18), a modified slalom task with pre-

cise tracking phases through a set of gates was proposed

(Fig. 10). This course layout included transition and pre-

cision tracking phases. The transition phases were in-

tended to be a lower frequency disturbance with the main

emphasis of the task being the higher frequency tracking
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phases just prior to and through the gates. The relative

spacing between successive gates was established through

the use of an inverse modelling technique (Ref. 19) that

considered the aircraft response, speed, bank angle, and the

time to travel between the gates. The width of a gate

(desired performance) was three meters. In pre-tests on the

VMS and with an operational BO 105 helicopter, the ade-

quacy of the task was evaluated. It should be noted that

due to the relative poor visual resolution in the VMS

(approximately 0.35 cycles per milliradians (Ref. 20)), the

task had to be flown at 50 feet instead of 100 feet.

Figure 11 shows a typical time history based

upon flying through the VMS course. Also shown is a

frequency domain plot of the lateral control input. From

these one can see the lower frequency large amplitude in-

puts used in the transition between the gates and the

higher frequency small amplitude control inputs that occur

during the final acquisition and tracking through the gates.

The flight test data show a very similar tendency with low

frequency inputs between the gates and an additional peak

in the power or amplitude spectrum, which is 1 Hz and

higher, for the acquisition and tracking phases.

CONDUCTION OF TESTS

For the pilot evaluatios, a first-order rate com-

mand (RC) and a second-order attitude command (AC) re-

sponse system was defined for both the roll and pitch

axes. Table 1 shows the form of these command re-

sponses. A rate of climb response and a sideslip com-

mand were implemented for the vertical and the directional

axes respectively. The response to the pilot's inputs were

decoupled except for the terms formulating the turn coor-

dination and the pseudo altitude hold. A feedforward to the

collective was implemented as a function of the roll atti-

tude. For the RC response, the primary experimental

variables were the roll damping, Lp, and the time delay, x.

For the AC response, the primary variables were the naru-

ral frequency, o n, and the time delay, x. The relative

damping was held constant at 0.7. The pitch axis parame-

ters were varied in harmony with the roll axis parameters.

A variation and selection of the optimal control sensitiv-

ity (Ls) values were defined in the VMS simulations.

This selection process covered a range of natural frequen-

cies and dampings for the attitude and rate command re-

sponse types. Initial in-flight evaluations confirmed these

sensitivities.

To gain an initial impression of the task and the

sensitivity to the experimental variables, piloted simula-
tion tests were conducted on the VMS. The studied con-

figurations together with pilot ratings are shown in Figure

12. The configurations are summarized in Table 2. The

VMS results demonstrate the consistency between the RC

and AC ratings and support the premise that the bandwidth

criteria is independent of the response type. These results

also supported the selection of the flight test configuration

matrices which are shown in Table 3.

The flight tests were conducted at the German

Forces Flight Test Center (WTD 61) in Manching.

Twenty-eight flight hours were performed within 10 days.

Four test pilots, one each from DLR, U.S. Army, WTD

61, and DRA-Bedford were involved in the tests. All pi-

lots were experienced test pilots. The U.S. Army pilot

also performed the VMS evaluations.

The following signals were measured in the

flight tests: (1) position of the helicopter in relation to

the ground track course, (2) pilot control inputs, (3) angu-

lar attitudes and rates, (4) adcelerations, (5) airspeed, and

(6) MFCS internal signals like command to the actuators.

Because of the limited space in the test helicopter, the

tests had to be observed from the ground station. On two

quicklook terminals selected onboard signals were dis-

played. Additionally, the helicopter position data was dis-

played online in relation to the tracking gates. The indi-

vidually achieved task performance in the tests were com-

puted using the helicopter track in relation to an idealized

ground track. With this performance parameter, the effects

of training and task performance could be checked. When

the test pilot had obtained a nearly constant task perfor-

mance in the training phase for a given test configuration,

two evaluation runs were performed. This test technique

was used to ensure the pilot ratings and comments were

based on a pilot that was well trained for the task and the

configuration. For each configuration, the pilot had to fill

out a questionnaire and had to summarize his evaluation in

a Cooper Harper handling qualities rating. The questions

were related to task performance, pilot workload, and sys-

tem response characteristics. At least two test pilots flew

each configuration but when the difference in the two rat-

ings was higher than one rating point an evaluation with a

third pilot was conducted. This technique allowed the

coverage of a high number of configurations.

In Figure 13, a comparison of measured ground

tracks for a Level I and a Level 2 rated rate command sys-

tem is shown. The track of the Level 2 configuration

shows that problems occured in the acquisition and track-
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ing phases where the tracking performance was especially
degraded through the second and the fourth gate. This

change in the task performance correlates with the Cooper

Harper rating scale and underlines the consistency of the

ratings. In the Cooper Harper rating scale, a rating from 1

to 4 implies that a desired task performance can be
achieved with increasing pilot compensation and ratings of

5 and 6 imply only adequate task performance can be

achieved. A similar effect can also be seen in Figure 14
which shows time histories of selected attitute command

system configurations to compare the rating consistency.

In the measured pilot input and roll attitude signals of the
Level 2 rated configuration, a slight tendency of pilot in-

duced oscillation can be recognized. This Level 2 configu-

ration had a natural frequency of 1.7 rad/sec and an addi-

tional time delay of 120 msec.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

To examine the bandwidth and phase delay values

for the test configurations, a verification analysis was per-

formed using the measured flight test data. Figure 15
demonstrates the high level of accuracy achieved in se-

iected configurations with ATTHeS. For both rate com-

mand and attitude command responses the overall

ATI'HeS response tends to have an only slighdy increased

bandwidth value of about 0.1 rad/sec compared with the
values calculated with the commanded models. The phase

delays are approximated accurately within a spread of
about 0.01see which is within the accuracy of the phase

delay assessment method. Summing up the verification

results, it can be stated that A'I'I'I-IeS met the commanded

response configurations very well and that the flight test
data are credible for an evaluation of the bandwidth re-

quirements.

Figure 16 shows all the flight test Cooper-Harper

handling qualities ratings for both response systems, rate
and attitude command. A clear consistency of the required

bandwidth and phase delay parameters for rate and attitude

command systems is demonstrated. This consistency in

the rate and attitude command ratings not only demon-

strate the premise that the bandwidth criteria is indepen-
dent of the response type but that the taskwas appmprlate

for investigating this criteria. Due to the technique to

give the pilots sufficient flight time to familiarize them-

selves with the task and the configuration, the spread in

the ratings for most configurations is not higher than one

rating point which underlines the validity for the generated
data.

In Figure 17 the averaged ratings of the flight

tests and the VMS tests are presented together with rec-
ommended Level boundaries. There are several obvious

observations. First and foremost, the shape of these rec-

ommended Level boundaries is dramatically different than

those in the current ADS-33 requirements (see Fig. 3). In

particular, these results suggest that there needs to be

some upper limits on the phase delay parameter. These

results also seem to agree, in concept, with the fixed-wing

requirements. Specifically, considering only the flight

test data for mid bandwidth configurations a limitation on
the phase delay (lower than 0.1 see for Level 1 and about

0.17 see for Level 2) seems warranted. As the bandwidth

increases, the flight data suggests even less amounts of

phase delay are acceptable. Typical pilots' comments

include: "I feel that time delay is more an effect" and "Low
predictability due to time delay and rapid initial response."

These comments are reflected in the degraded pilot ratings.
The VMS data _loes not show this sensitivity in the phase
delay as the bandwidth is increased and allows higher

phase delays for the Level 2 mid bandwidth region. In the

comparison of VMS and flight test data it should be taken
into consideration that the VMS tests were performed with

only a reduced number of configurations and one test pilot

with the objective of evaluating the sensitivity of

parameter variations for the definition of the flight test
martrices.

Another observation from Figure 17 is that the

vertical portionsof the boundaries from the VMS and the
flight data do not coincide which each other nor with those

from the ADS-33C presented in Figure 3. For Level 1,
the VMS data recommend at least a bandwidth value of

about 3 rad/sec and the flight test data a value of 2.5

rad/sec. The ADS-33 Level 1 requirement is at least 3.5
rad]sec for air combat and 2.0 rad/sec for All Other MTE's

- VMC and fully attended operations. For Level 2, the
VMS data recommend at least a bandwidth of 2 rad/sec and

the flight test data a value of 1.5 rad/sec. ADS-33 Level 2

requires at least 2.0 rad/sec for air combat and 0.5 rad/sec

for All Other MTE's. It is speculated that the primary rea-
son for these differences is related to the task bandwidth.

It is very difficult to obtain a repeatable yet simple repre-

sentative air target tracking task. This led to the devel-

opment of the slalom ground tracking task used for this
study. Based upon the pilots' comments, this task, in

terms of task bandwidth, is probably somewhere between

the air tracking and the All Other MTEs, as defined in the
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ADS-33.The aforementioned bandwidth differences be-

tween the flight data and the VMS data are also at-

tributable to slight differences in the task bandwidth mani-

fested through differences in cueing. The VMS task was

performed from a height of 50 feet whereas, the flight task

had to be performed at 100 feet. After the flight tests, the

two attitude command configurations with a bandwidth of

2.48 and 3.08 rad/sec and no added time delay were re-
evaluated on the VMS at three different altitudes (25, 50,

75 ft) to get more insight on the impact of altitude on

task cueing using a computer generated visual system.
The test data demonstrate that the altitude was an influenc-

ing factor. The pilot ratings were significantly degraded

with increasing altitute and the best consistency in the rat-

ings with the flight test ratings was achieved in the 25
foot cases. These data and the variation in the vertical

portion of the bandwidth boundaries points out the sensi-

tivity to task differences and the fact that further work is
needed which should address a systematical evaluation of

the dependency between task bandwidth and Level bound-
aries and a refinement of the task categorization.

An analysis of control activity was performed to

gain additional insight into the effects of changes in the
aircraft bandwidth on the pilot's control strategy relative to

performing the slalom tracking task. If the aircraft band-

width is sufficiently higher than the task demands, then

the pilot can act as a pure gain (i.e., not apply lead com-

pensation) to satisfactorily perform the task. As the air-

craft bandwidth decreases, to maintain desired task perfor-

mance the pilot must increase his compensation. This in-

creased compensation, which equates to an increase in

workload, can cause a degradation in handling qualifies. If
the aircraft bandwidth is further decreased, then even larger

amounts of pilot comsenpation are not sufficient to

achieve desired task performance standards. These rela-

tions are also considered in the Cooper Harper rating scale.

For a rating up to 4, the pilot can achieve desired task per-

formance levels with increasing pilot compensation.

Ratings of 5 and 6 mean that only adequate performance

can be achieved. The pilot's lateral cyclic input power

versus frequency (input auto-spectrum) was used to quan-

tify the pilot's control activity and the effect of aircraft and
task bandwidth.

The "pilot cut-off frequency," COco,was defined

as a measure of the pilot's control activity bandwidth.

The approach to determining the pilot cut-off frequency

was to generate a ratio of root mean square (RMS) values
expressed as Oco/O'total, where Oco is the RMS value at

the cut-off frequeiaey. The value determined for this ratio
was 0.707.

COco

[Cco](_total ]2 = 0.7072 = 1/_ f0 Gs$d°')

where; COco = pilot cut-off frequency

G88 = auto spectrum of the lateral cyclic

control, 81at

(3"totaI = total RMS of 81at

¢rco = (0.707) Ototal

When the aircraft's bandwidth exceeds the task

bandwidth, this pilot cut-off frequency, COco,approaches

the pilot crossover frequency, COc'and gives a good ap-

proximation of the task bandwidth. The pilot cut-off fre-

quency is just the frequency at which 70.7% of the control

input is accounted for, which is also the classic -3dB

bandwidth for servomechanisms. An analysis program,
CIFER (Ref. 21), developed at AFDD was used to analyze

the VMS data. A similar analysis program, DIVA (Ref.

22), was used to analyze the flight data at DLR.

Figure 18 shows the cut-off frequency versus the
aircraft control response bandwidth from the VMS simula-

tion. For the high aircraft bandwidth cases, the pilot's

cut-off frequency levels off to around 1.5 rad/sec which is

representative of the task bandwidth. It's clear that for

these high aircraft bandwidths the pilot is not using all of
the aircraft capability. As the aircraft bandwidth drops be-

low about 3.0 rad/sec, the pilot's cut-off frequency starts

to increase as the pilot trys to maintain task performance.

Interestingly, the Level 1-2 boundary for the VMS task
was about 3.0 rad/sec. Finally, as the bandwidth drops be-

low about 2.2 rad/sec the pilot can no longer or will not

increase his cut-off frequencey to attain even adequate task

performance (Level 3 ratings). In other words, there was
insufficient margin between excess aircraft control band-

width and the task demand. Reference 23 implies a posi-

tive margin must exist for desired or adequate task perfor-
mance to be acheived.

Figure 19 shows the pilot cut-off frequency ver-

sus the aircraft control response bandwidth from the flight

test results for the same pilot who flew the VMS cases.
Shown are the rate and attitude command cases with no

additional time delay and with additional delays of 40, 80,

120, 160 msec. In general, the flight test results show a
trend similar to the VMS results, i.e., as the aircraft

bandwidth decreases the pilot cut-off frequency increases.
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Baseduponthisdata,thehighaircraftbandwidthconfigu-
rationsindicatethattheflighttesttaskbandwidthmaybe
around2.1rad/sec.It shouldbepointedouttheapparent
scatterin thepilot'shandlingqualityrating data on this

plot has been manifested by the effects of large phase de-

lay. In some Level 2 attitude command configurations,
the pilot used relatively low cut-off frequencies to avoid

the pilot induced oscillations (Pit's) that can occur with

attitude command response types with time delay. The re-

suits of an analysis of the pilot control activity suggest

that the slalom tracking task bandwidth was somewhere
around two radians per second, maybe a little lower for the

VMS and a little higher for the flight tests. Hence with

the large'excess aircraft bandwidth over the task band-

width, as provided by the capability of AI'I'HeS, a very

thorough and valid investigation could be conducted into

the effects of bandwidth and time delay on helicopter roll-

axis handling qualities.

CONCLUSIONS

A helicopter handling qualities study has been

conducted to investigate the effect due to time delay. This
roll-axis investigation was conducted as a collaborative ef-

fort between the U.S. Army's Aeroflightdynamics
Directorate (ATCOM) and the German Institute for Flight

Mechanics of DLR. A U.S. ground-based flight simulator
was used to develop and refine a slalom ground tracking

task and to perform preliminary handling quality evalua-

tions. The German in-flight simulator, ATI'I-IeS, a vari-

able stability BO 105 helicopter was used to conduct the

flight tests while covering a more complete set of con-
figuration dynamics. In the flight tests rate and attitude

command control response configurations were evaluated
which included bandwidths between 1.5 and 4.5 rad/sec and

additional time delays up to 160 msec. The results of this

cooperative research indicate:

1) the individual benefits of both ground-based

and in-filght simulation can be used in a complementary
and time efficient manner,

2) the developed slalom ground tracking task
provided a relatively high gain compensatory tracking task

that was sensitive to changes in the bandwidth and phase

delay parameters,

3) for the task evaluated, the consistency in the

ratings between rate and attitude command response sys-

terns verify the independence of the bandwidth parameters

to control response type,
4) for the task evaluated, the shape of the Level

boundaries for the bandwidth criteria in the U.S. Army's

helicopter specification for handling qualities (ADS-33C)

needs to be refined by placing upper limits on the phase
delay parameter, 0.1 sec for Level 1 and about 0.17 sec for

the Level 2 boundary, and

5) the variation in the vertical portion of the

bandwidth Level boundaries between the ground-based

simulation, the in-flight simulation, and the ADS-33 re-

quirements points out the sensitivity to task bandwidth
and the need for further research.
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Table 1. Form of command responses

Axis

Pitch

Roll

Rate Command

q M_ x e -_ s

5 x (s + Mq )

P L6y e -_s

(_y (S + Lp)

Attitude Command

0

5
x

M_ x e-_S

s+co 2 )
($2+ 2 t_coe 8

5
Y

L_x e -_s
2

(S2+ 2 _ O)_S + O_)

Table 2. VMS commanded roll2axis configurations

Cqm__-_l-......Sensitivity _ Damping- Bandwidth Phase
Response Delay Frequency Delay

(rad/sec2/ inch) (ms=) (md/scc) (sec)
Rate

Lp, sec "1

1.0 0 4.0 2.71 0.047
1.0 100 4.0 1.91 0.119
1.5 0 8.0 3.88 0.054
1.5 100 8.0 2.68 0.115
1.5 200 8.0 1.95 0.176

Attitude coo,rad/sec
0.4 0 1.5 2.48 0.056
0.4 100 1.5 2.07 0.132
0.7 0 2.0 3.08 0.052
0.7 100 2.0 2.55 0.126
0.7 200 2.0 2.20 0.211
0.7 300 2.0 2.03 0.274
1.8 0 4.0 5.29 0.046
1.8 100 4.0 4.11 0.133
1.8 200 4.0 3.53 0.212
1.8 300 4.0 3.05 0.286
1.8 350 4.0 2.85 0.329
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Command

Response

Rate

Attitude

(_ = 0.7)

Table 3. ATrHeS commanded roll-axis configurations

Sensitivity Added Damping - Bandwidth

Delay Frequency

(rod/see 2 / inch) .T_(msec) (rad/sec)

Phase

Delay

Lp, s¢_ "1

0.085 0 2.0 1.45 0.081

0.093 0 3.0 1.93 0.081

0.093 40 3.0 1.74 0.109

0.100 0 4.0 2.34 0.080

0.100 40 4.0 2.06 0.107

0.100 80 4.0 1.85 0.134

0.115 0 6.0 2.97 0.078

0.115 40 6.0 2.55 0.105

0.115 80 6.0 2.25 0.131

0.130 0 8.0 3.44 0.077
0.130 40 8.0 2.91 0.103

0.130 80 8.0 2.52 0.127

0.130 120 8.0 2.23 0.151

0.145 0 10.0 3.82 0.076

0.145 40 10.0 3.18 0.101

0.145 80 10.0 2.73 0.125

o,, rad/sec
0.060 0 1.7 2.49 0.083

0.060 40 1.7 2.34 0.114

0.060 80 1.7 2.20 0.145

0.060 120 1.7 2.11 0.175

0.060 160 1.7 2.02 0.206

0.100 0 2.3 3.17 0.084

0.100 40 2.3 2.95 0.114

0.100 80 2.3 2.77 0.145
0.180 0 3.0 3.89 0.084

0.180 40 3.0 3.58 0.115

0.180 80 3.0 3.34 0.145

0.180 120 3.0 3.14 0.176

0.180 160 3.0 2.97 0.207

0.300 0 4.0 4.80 0.084

0.300 40 4.0 4.38 0.115
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f ADEQUACY FOR SELECTED TASK OR

REOUIRED OPERATION"

Deficiencies

DEMANDS ON THE PI LOT IN SELECTED PILOT
TASK OR REQUIRED OPERATION" RATING

AIRCRAFT

CHARACTERISTICS

_ ExcaJlent Pilot compensation not a factor for

Highly desirable desired Performance

Good Pilot compensation not a factor for
N_jligible deficiencies desired performance

Fair-Some mildly Minimal pilot compensation required for

unpleasant deficiencies desired performance

Minor but annoying O_red performance requires moderate
deficiencies pilot compensation

Very objectionable but Adeduat= performance requires extehsi_a

tolerable deficiencies pilot compensation

Adequate gGrformance no[ attaineqle with
Maior deficiencies maximum tolerable pilot compensation.

Controllability not in question.

Considerable pilot coml_msatioo is required
Miior deficiencies

for control

Intensa pilot comp4msation is required to
Maior deficiencies retain control

a
IFII

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

Figure 1. Definition of handling qualities Levels (from Ref. 1).
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Rgun_ 2. Det'mition of bandwidth and phase delay.
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Figure 3. ADS-33C requirements for small-amplitude attitude changes (roll-axis forward flight).
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